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Sl~RY

Recent experiments show that corn plant vegetative characteristics
(plant height, leaf area, node count, etc.) are useful in making early
season forecasts of ultimate productj_on of grain per plant.

Several such early season indicators proved as effective in forecasting
final grain weight as kernel counts and ear measurements--which can only be
made much later in the crop year. TIle field experiments were made in
Howanl County, ~1aryland, during the J969 crop year; the soil and leaf samples
were analyzed in the Soils Laboratory of the Universi ty of 1'-1aryland.

While the use of vegetative characteristics is considered useful aIld
pranising as early season indicators, they ca'111otyet be used reliably In
forecasting models because of the Iintited time span covered by such
investigations.
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USING CORN PLAm VEGETATIVE OlARACfERISTICS TO
FORECAST PROWCTION OF GRAIN PER PLAIIT

by

Frederic A. Vogel

INTRCrucrION
A major problem in the development of corn yield forecasting models has

been predicting the weight of grain per ear at maturity for immature plants.
Currently, predictions on August 1 are made only for sample fields with ear
sets that are in the blister stage of development. In general, more than
90 percent of the corn fields in the Corn Belt States have not reached this
stage of maturity by the last week of July when survey data for the August I
crop report are collected. Therefore, the predicted ear weight is based upon
historic averages.

This study describes results obtained for ten sample plots located in
five fields for the 1969 crop year. Its purpose was to examine vegetative
characteristics that might be used as early season indicators of final grain
weight in larger research studies in the future. The main interest was in
fields with plants not having ear shoots or ears developed to the blister
stage. Some consideration was given to development of improved techniques
for estimating ear weight using kernel counts for later stages of development.
Stud.ies at Iowa State University (19S1-6l) showed that these counts could be
obtained about mid-August and were w;eful in forecasting ear weight.

A kernel-counting procedure was implemented in the laboratory analysis to
gain experience in dealing with same of the problems that would be encountered.
The counts for current work were obtained from ears from mature plants, there-
fore, not all the relationships considered in the Iowa study could be
compared in this study.

FlEW PROCEDURES
Five fields were selected in lilward County, Md. They were selected to

represent a range of planting dates and growing conditions. To further
increase the amount of variability in the sample, observations were taken on
plants in one of the "best" and in one of the ""-Orst" rows in each field.

Observations were obtained weekly on the 5th, 15th, 25th, 35th, and 45th
plant in each selected row. The first measurements were taken in the period
July 23/24. The same measurements were obtained at weekly intervals through
Pugust 12/13. The instructions followed for the field procedures are in the
appendix .
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The following are measurements, counts, and observations made in sample
fields.

A. Information collected only on first visit:
1. Soil sample adjacent to each sample plant
2. Leaf sample from plants adjacent to the sample plants taken

to test for nutrients present
3. Variety and planting dates
4. Type, amount, and timing of fertilizer applications

B. Weekly observations made on all sample plants:
1. Presence or absence of tassel
2. Height of plant - from gTOUnd to highest node
3. ~ber of nodes (excluding basal node),
4. Observations made on each node:

a. Length of leaf
b. Width of leaf at midpoint
c. ~~turity category of ear emerging from node (if any)

S. The diameter and circlDllferenceof every third internode
beginning with a random ~;tart

6. Number of leaves in the ,,'horl.
Plants were classified by their stage of development during each weekly

visit. Portions of the classification criteria used in the regular objective
yield survey could not be applied. TIleywould have required removing portions
of the husk - thus affecting the develofITIentof the ear. Table 1 gives the
maturity codes and their comparisons h'ith the objective yield criteria.

At harvest time cars were removed from the sample plants. One field
had been cut for silage, leaving only 40 plants to be harvested.
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Table 1. - -'1aturi ty CO<1CS, corn veget;:·tive character istic study, len'lard County,
:kl., 1969

Code

o

1

3

4

5

6

Vegetative characteristic cr: teria

(a) Tassel has not emerged.
(b) Tassel clnerged.

rar shoot cn:eTp:cd - no silk shO\'iing.

Silk showim; - no kernel formation.

Silk tun1ing [)rown aI1d dry. Presence
of developing kernels can be felt
through husk.

Silk browl1 and dry. Plants and
husks are green. Ears are erect.

lusks turning rust colored. Ears
leaning away from stalk.

Husks about dry - pulling cway
from ear. Ear is solid ane. firm.

Chjective yield
c1assification

Nc caT'S or shoots
present

Fars not fonned

Prehlister

Blister

Milk

Dough

nent
-.-------------.---.-- .. - --- -- ------ --~--,---,-,,_.._--------_. --.--------
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L'\OORATORY PROCFIlJRT:S

The soil and leaf tissue samples were analyzed by the Soils Laboratory
of the University of i\larylancl. Tests conducted on the leaf tissues
cletennined the proportion of phosphor'ls, potash, caldum, and magnesium
T'resent. The soil sanlples were analyzed to determine the levels of pH,
magnesium, phosrhate, potash, and org mic matter.

The harvested ears WCTC dried anI weighed. Several other observations
were rLade on the harvested pars to determine their re18tionship ",d th grain
weight:

A. Length of cob

B. Length of longest kernel row

C. Ci.rcl1J11ferenceat midpoint of cob

n. [...'umber of kerTle 1 1'0\\5

r \\lmber of kernels in tv..'O sys'~ematical1y selected rows

r. rar weight

G. \'Lunber of ';Jo:eigbt cf" shcl1ed Lernels:

1 NUlnl,er and we] ght of wno:e kernels

') Ntllnber and . ' .. of damaged ken1e 1 cwell',n L ,

3 . 1\\lmber and weigt:t of imm;tturc kernels

Instructions foJ 10''''l;-0 in tJ1c ]e.horatoTY pr-Occ·(hTeS are presented In the
appendix.

The primary obj ective of thi s stldy was to e:xa:nj ne the ?,roHth character-
istics of corn plaT1ts an] dt~tc:Ymjnc treir relationship witi, finaJ grain
weight. 'lost of the analysis consistEd of cornpiring tr:J'; conel:-'!tion
coefficients between the o);selv('(l variahJcs 2nd final grain weight. Since
tr~e:~ele~~ctt.~lfieJ\.1s (jnd S:iTlpJe r{)\.1./s l,-'fre ~;ubJ(:ctive-ly L:~llosen, e,..g., 'r'nest'l
and. '>Jets! TOWS, T ta 'r;'01'(' \ aT ia 1i tnan4o:dd probably be
present J.n a random QT11pJe. Therefc;n, t1,c nonrandom 'l'iture of the sample
shouli.l il1 !"~jrc-~ ~r"len ny: the s'i r5C.~_Tlc-ett~sts, etc~
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Data collected in weeks one and two fall in the general time periods
when the regular August 1 forecast survey is underway. The main emphasis
will be on these data. The information was collected for the additional
weeks to determine whether the relationships remained consistent over time
as maturity categories change.

Field Observations
1ne measurements of each leaf C-ength and width) were used to obtain an

approxlination of leaf area. The memlS and respL~tive correlations of these
variables with final grain weight we:-e computed. Correlations for several
combinations of leaf areas were compllted, e.g., areas for leaves one
through seven vs. grain weight.. Similar computations were obtained for the
diameter and cirCLunference measurcrne~lts.

The plants were classified by ffi.lturitycategory each week; means and
correlations were again computed. T~is was to determine whether the data
behave differently within the different stages of growth. The basic data
are presented in the tables 2-6.

Figure 1 indicates the average leaf area shows very little change from
week to week. The differences between weeks can be explained by measurement
errors. Although the plants showed:onsiderable growth during the four-week
period as shown by the increase in height in figtlre 2, the stability of the
leaf area indicates that repeated measurements would not be necessary.

When the size data are separated into maturity categories, less stabil-
ity is present because the plants cnange their classification from week to
week.

The tables indicate several variables that are highly correlated with
final grain weight. TIleperformance of these variables remains reasonably
consistent for different maturity categories during different weeks. For
example, the area of the leaf on no<'~eseven generally shows the largest
correlation with final yield. This variable is also usually the "best" when
dividing the data into maturity categories.

There are other variables that are also highly correlated with final ear
weight. One phase of the analysis \-las to detennine the "best'! subset of
variables for predicting final weight. The first step was to detennine
whether it is necessary to classify the plants by maturity category and have
a prediction equation for each.
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Table 2.--Stare of (l;.:velopment of sample plants by date of obscn'atioT1,
Con1, 11m.,:;: rel C:ountv, r,\j., 1 ':Jo9

1 Heek ,~ ;\ce J< -.:.t

12-13

t'retassel , .
Ta.ssC'l " .

16

\() elr shosts present

r.,
4 ')

t ..

';] lk not emerged
Prctassel ... ,..
Blister- ~~~.,~~-.

1k .. , . ,. .. , "

Total

5
14

40

13
1

40

i '

1

40





Table 4. --l\leansof variables and their correlations with final graln \.;eight,corn, JIoward County, Mi. ,
\Ieek ') July :;0, 31, 1969-,

-_ ..-~ .._------
All plants ~,laturity 0 Maturity 1 Haturity 2 ~1aturity 3

Varianle ....------------
Mean r Mean r Mean r Mean r Mean r

----

Cob length 2.9 .AS 9.2 .66
Basal 3rea 5.4 .70 3.7 -.50 3.0 .40 6.3 .30 6.7 .50
1\re3 of leaf (1) 34.S "Q 1R.2 - .12 24.1 .91 35.2 .60 48.9 .46,,) .

!\rea of leaf {2i 70 .4 · S4 53.1 .76 5Cl.6 . 56 72.6 .10 84.5 .49
;\rea of leaf (3) 103.1 .74 69.7 .74 108.8 .21 107.1 .58 120.0 .59
..\rea of leaf (4 ) 125.0 .77 85.0 .79 131.3 .10 132.6 .78 142.8 .57
,\rea of leaf (5) 138.2 8" 100.5 .85 139.2 .10 143.5 .91 158.7 .59• LArea of leaf (6) 142.2 .88 105.6 .87 132.2 .37 146.2 .93 167.3 .71
;\re3 of leaf (7) 136.5 .90 101.9 .91 121. 7 .47 136.3 .94 166.4 .74
\rea of leaf (8 ) 127 .3 ·8.~ 87.1 .88 122.2 -.24 125.5 .88 159.0 .74. - (' (' ,~, ,,,. ,. '''' ~.,." or 1 •••" () - ", ,,,("'\ '7 0,. 151. 8 '1.
:\1 Cd UJ l.l~dl l:') l.l.l'. U .ou / J.O .0,) l.Lll.() .L...l ill:'. J .00 • 1'+

00 ;\rea of leaf (10) 98.7 .77 60.0 .88 107.4 -.21 89.3 .75 131. 5 .76
Area of leaf (11) 79.3 .78 40.5 .96 87.8 -.19 72.9 .72 109.2 .82
J\rea of leaf (12) 57.0 .70 23.7 .91 02.8 -.22 55.0 .67 79.8 .67
j\rea of le3£ (13) 35.4 .S7 16.8 .02 39.2 -.27 32.6 .57 49.7 .55
Area (If leaf (14) 15.3 .24 CJ.8 .92 27.0 -.45 12.2 .35 17.6 .15
Area of leaf (15) 4.5 .16 2.9 .63 7.1 -.67 2.5 .31 6.6 .60
SUlll 1-6 6J8.CJ .77 4:>5.9 .78 598.2 .60 643.6 .61 728.9 .56
Strrf1 7-16 670.6 .70 416.6 .94 696.1 -.25 635.6 .78 871. 5 .74
No . leaves whorl 0.4 - .54 1.6 -.51 0 0 0 0 0 0
I:eight 64.3 .60 51.8 .71 58.6 .28 673.0 .77 72 .1 .19
No. nodes 13.5 .40 11.1 .77 13 .2 -.25 13.2 .18 12.8 .42
?~o. 1e,wes
measured 12.4 .61 () '7 .13 13.0 .04 12.8 .37 13.1 .46:..1. I

~o. 1eaves 0-4 3.9 .07 3.9 .39 3.8 .46 3.7 -.21 4.0 -.01
Largest di2JTleter 1.0 .78 ~ .49 1.0 -.31 1.1 .54 1.2 .70.!

__ c___ -.-..-~"·"<_o.~,'""_,~.""_._

(;rain weight 175.4 1)7.7 136 .9 183.1 236.3
f~O . o!>servati:-'111;;; 40 () S 13- 13



Table 5.--~~ans of variables and their correlations with final grain weight, corn, Howard County, m.,
week 3, August 6, 7, 1969

All plants Maturi ty 3 1--laturity4
Variable ~lean r Mean r Mean r

Cob length 7.5 .66 9.9 .40 10.0 .73
Basal area (0) 1.7 .15 3.7 .27 0 0
Area of leaf (1) 28.2 .33 28.8 .30 32.2 .55
Area of leaf (2) 64.0 .45 71.7 .41 64.5 .52
Area of leaf (3) 102.2 .62 108.4 .66 107.7 .68
Area of leaf (4) 124.4 .71 134.9 .66 133.6 .64
Area of leaf (5) 136.1 .78 145.7 .81 149.5 .61
Area of leaf (6) 138.1 .77 144.0 .65 161.8 .75
Area of leaf (7) 133.4 .81 137.8 .68 162.2 .82
Area of leaf (8) 126.5 .74 123.5 .65 160.6 .79
Area of leaf (9) 117.8 .79 116.9 .75 149.0 .76

'D Area of leaf (10) 102.2 .77 100.4 .77 137.7 .71
Area of leaf (11) 81.7 .75 75.9 .80 116.1 .65
Area of leaf (12) 62.8 .70 56.6 .72 94.9 .67
Area of leaf (13) 40.0 .56 38.8 .72 58.1 .46
Area of leaf (14) 15.5 .25 17.0 .51 18.7 .90
Area of leaf (15) 3.0 .50 3.0 .36 2.6 .10
Sum 1-6 594.7 .73 637.5 .65 649.5 .78
Sum 7-16 682.9 .76 669.8 .79 899.9 .68
Height 69.2 .51 72.3 .59 69.4 .47
No. nodes 12.7 .54 12.9 .59 13.2 .80
No. leaves
measured 12.3 .29 12.0 .33 12.8 .21
No. leaves 0-4 3.6 -.02 3.5 .12 3.5 .46
Largest diameter 1.0 .64 1.0 .68 1.2 -.08

Grain weight 175.4 182.7 236.9
~o. observations 40 18 12



Tahle 6.--Means of variahles and their correlations with final grain weight, corn, Howard Cotmty, Mi.,
week 4, August 12, 13, 1969

---,--.- ..,.-.--------,-.-.--.---.-- -,.~-_.--~.-------,-,--------,--------_._-----------------------

'--~._"---------.----.---.----- -----------------------

Cob length n
*:)(\

Basal '.". \ 1.6area \ lJ )
f\rea of leaf (J ) l~). 1
Area of leaf C': 61 c

_ J .j

1'\1: ea of leaf \ 99. 1
Area of leaf (4 ) 123 •. l

Area of leaf (5) 137 ...,
I

Area of leaf (6) 141 .1
Area of leaf (7) 136 .0
Area of leaf un 129. i~-<

Area - "

'-' OJ leaf \ :1 j 1 J() .0
0 Area of leaf (10) 103 2

Area of leaf (11) iL'i
Area of leaf (12) 60 .6
:'\resof leaf (1:;! ~'i5. f
/\r C'd 01 leaf i ,. , P1 c! ,
j\r ea of leaf (1 S ') 3,<;

SLID! 1-6 583 ,
~'.-

~'_:;LIm " 1
.~) 683 .1, ,

Ileight 6~) ')

~o nodes 1 ') i'
L ••..• " ~)

No leaves
measured 17 4
\0, 1ea1i ;;~:'::, f \ i~

.)U -'i

l_;aJ",~'cst diameter ] 0

Maturity 4

i..lean r

9.4 .15
2.6 .14

20.1 .51
65.7 .55

110.5 .65
132.7 .75
148.9 .75
155.7 .84
152.3 .87
145.9 .86
'I"'''' "'f or
..L..) ••..1 ••. ~) .ou
116.0 .83

95.0 .83
71. 5 .72
41.9 .60
13.0 .14

2.6 .11
636.2 .72
774.1 .83

69.1 .69
13.1 .27
1'} r .40~_ >L •• ,)

3.1 .39
11 .61• ..L

211.0
24

ItJ5.1
10

~laturi ty :3

r Mean r

.58 10.1 .28

.15 0 00

.30 19.4 .90

.6] M .9 .90

.67 90.9 .42

.78 127.2 .67

.78 143.0 .66

.86 145.5 .70

.88 136.5 .74
,79 121. 7 .61
.0.) .L.LL .• \.! · /,>

.77 101. 1 .66

.74 79.0 .65

.6:! 54.2 .68
~54 27~6 71

'1 " 11.8 .71' I•• ,~ .t

• tiO 2.° .45
.78 591.0 .78

""1 (~ 647.4 .7·1•• ! ,I
• ,CjO Tl. .1 (7,· .)~ .

.36 12.8 . 65

·:<'7 12.6 · (, ()

• :-1 () 7 ,: -'1
~,' .• \..i •••.••.. 1.

.'75 1.0 .80

40
17 ~J ~ .i1

All plants

~.1ean
""ariab} e

No. observations
t-;rain 'hrelght



FIGURE 1.--AVERAGE LEAF AREA BY WEEK,
HOWARD COUNTY, MARYLAND, 1969 *
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FIGURE 2--A VERAGE PLANT HEIGHT BY WEEK,
HOWARD COUNTY, MARYLAND, 1969 *
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The first test was on data collected in week one. The test determines
the necessity for computing a separate regression for the relationship
between final grain weight and the area of leaf seven for maturity categor-
ies 0, 1, and 2. The steps are outlined in table 7.

Step (1) tests ~hether the regression coefficient between X and Y is
the same in each maturity category. The F-test is not significant,
indicating that the regression coefficients for each category are the same,
TIleusual procedure is to continue testing until a significant result is
obtained or until there are no more tests to perform.

Assuming a common slope for all groups, the next step (2) tests whether
the intercepts (ai) differ. The test is not significant: indicating a
comnon intercept. From steps (1) and (2) it is concluded that the data for
maturity categories 0 through 3 can pooled,

A final test is necessary to determine whether it is necessary to
compute a regression at all step (3). That is, assl~ing a comnon intercept
and slope, is the regression signifIcant? The conclusion is that the
relationship is significant.

The test is repeated for other variables that are closely related to
final weight per plant. Then they are repeated for data collected in week
two.

The tests for week one data indicate that a ccmnon slope and intercept
apply for all maturity categories. The data collected in week two still
show a cOlTD1lonslope, but require different intercepts for the separate
categories.

The above tests show the general behavior of the variables. The next
question is how the variables behave when they are combined in a multiple
regression. Although the data may be pooled when considering each
variable separately, this may not hold true in the multiple regression.
Additional analysis on this matter is necessary.

A "stepwise" multiple regression procedure was used to obtain the best
subset of variables for predicting final yield. The objective is to reduce
the number of measurements per plrolt, but still be able to predict final
yield with the required precision. The stepwise procedure chooses the
variables that combined give the best estimate. It will not necessarily
choose all variables that are highly correlated with yield. This can occur
if a high degree of intercorrelation exists between the variables.
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Table 7.--Tests of hypothesis about regression coefficients,
grain weight vs. area leaf seven, corn, ~bward County, Md.,

week one, 1969

Step Hypothesis F-test Conclusion

~
(1) !1o: y. = a· + bx 0.666 Accept Bo.1 1

~
lk: y. = a· + biX1 1

~
(2) 110 : y. = a + hx 2.562 Accept 110.1

~
Ha: y. = a' + bx1 1

(3) Ib: y=V 157.637** Rej ect 1-10.
~

Ha: Y = a + bx

** Significant at the 99-percent probability level.
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Table 8.--Tests of hypothesis about regression coefficients,
maturi ty categories 0, 1, and 2 for week one ~ corn, Ilm<iard

County, \Id., 1969

Step H::'})othesis F-tcst Conclusion

-------- Grain weight vs. plant height -------------

(1) Ho: y. a· + bx 0.919 ,\ccept II1 l o'
II' y. a· + b·xa' 1 l l

(2) 110: y. a + bx 1. 213 !\ccept Ho'l

~: y. a· + bx
l l

(3) Ho: Y == Y 56.100** Reject Ho'
r~ : Y == a + bx

------------- GraiL weight vs. stalk diameter -------

(1) rIa : y. a. + bx .278 Accept f-lo.
l 1

Ha: y. a· + bi)::
1 1

(2) H . y. a + bx 2.914 L\ccept Ho'o' 1

11 y. a. + bxa 1 1

(3) f~: Y ::= Y 59.358** Reject H0

f-~: Y ::= a + bx

** Significant at the 99~)ercent probability level.
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Table 9.--Tests of hypothesis about regression coefficients,
maturity categories 0, 1, 2, and 4 for week t~D, corn,

Howard County, Hi., 1969

Step Hypothesis F-test Conclusion

----------- Grain weight vs. area leaf -------------
(1)

(2)

110 : y. ai + bx
1

,

Ha: y. a' + biX1 1
~

Po: y. a + bx1
~IT . y. a' + bx'el' 1 1
~

Ifa: Y ::: Y

Ila: y ::: a + bx

0.652

3.341*

Accept Ifa.

---------- Grain \veigI-.t vs. plant height ---------.-

(1)

(2)

(3)

Ho: y. a· + bx
1 1

Ha: y. = a' + biX1 1

lfa : y. -. a + bx1

lla: y. = a· + bx1 1
~

Ho: y ::: V
,

rIa: y ::: a + bx

2.420

9.663**

26.797

Accept Ifo'

Rej ec t I 10 •

* Significant at the 95-percent probability level.
** Significant at the 99-percent probability level.
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Table 9.--Tests of hypothesjs about regression coefficients,
maturity categories 0, 1, 2, and 4 for week two, corn, Iloward

County, ~k1., 1969--continued

Step Hypothesis F-test Conclusion

Crain weight vs. stalk diameter ---------

(1)

(2)

(3)

~
I~: y. ::: a· + bx1 1

P . y. ::: a· + bixla" 1 1
~

Ho: y. ::: a + bx
]

Ha: y. ::: a" + bx1 1

110: Y ::: Y

Ha: y •• a + bx

1. 594

3.972*

58.966

*
**

Significant at the 95-percent probabi1i ty level.
Significant at the 99 -pr:rcent probability level.



Table 10.--Best subset of variables from stepwise procedure,
Howard County, ~,ki., 1969

Variable

Week 1

Cumulative
JIRlltiple

correlation
Variable

Week 2

Cwwlative
JIRlltiple

correlation

Area 7th leaf
No. leaves In
\\horl

0.898

0.908

Area 7th leaf

Cob length

0.896

0.902

Table 10 shows the variables selected by order in the stepwise
procedure. The data for all maturity categories were pooled for each week.
It sel3Tlsmore feasible to choose the best subset of variables over all
maturity categories so that the same data are collected from all plants
during a single time period.

Note that after the area of the leaf on the seventh node IS considered,
the other variables add very little to the regression.

The average time required to obtain all of the measurenents on a
sample plant was about 10 minutes (9.9). This included time required in
getting length and width measurements for as many as 15 leaves and diameter
and circlDTIferencemeasurements for three-five internodes. Thus, after
selecting and locating a sample plmlt, additional measurenents add
relatively little to the total cost. Although the data indicate only two
or three variables need be measured. it ~uuld be feasible to obtain more
that may prove to be useful.

Laboratory Observations
Observations on Harvested Corn Ears

Several different measurements and observations were obtained on the
harvested ears. As expected, several of these variables show a high
correlation with grain weight. The variables also show a high degree of
intercorrelation with each other.
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These variables were obtained from harvested ears for which it is not
necessary to estirnate ,,;eight. ~bre important are those variables that could
be obtained early in the season and-lsed in a forecast mexiel.

111eanalysis now indicates that the measurement of some vegetative
charac teristic;:; may he llseful in an early season forecast. 111e character-
istic currently measured in the objective yield surveys is the length of ear
over the husk. ~~ot only can the average- Leaf area be detennined earlier
in the season, but it ;>150 shows a better conf'1ation wi th grain weight than
does cob length measured later in the' 588.50n.

1\k.Jyeanalysis i'~ needCc"jto determine whetller the variables providing
the most information frr this data Jpply in otLer years and in other
producing 3Teas. A:llJi tional ;,malysi s is also needed to determine hm~ to
~"roup the d8.t2, i.e., maturity cctegory, ete.

TIle nel row length x midpoir t circumL';'cI1ce silo\-,s the highest
._orre1:ition vrith th: iJain lveight. 1';11ether th·is wou1l1 hold true earlier
in the seC)scn remains to he seen. 1 t seems ,j;:;uhtfuJ t11at these measure-
ments tak::>H when the c are small would ShOh s:"unilar correl(1tions.

it estinnt\:,j nll}Tlher of kernels per eaT obtained early in the season
rer:klined constant up to harvest tinte, it WQul d provide a goexl indicator of
yield. studies conducted at lava State 5h01.;ed that it j s possihle to
ol,taj;l a good csti Fl" t. of the numbeJ' of kernel s when the col·, i::: in the
~!bljstel·l' ('-,

The datJ 1D. t;]hle 12 show that it is pC~;5;h]e to pct J Rorxi estimate
iJ:- the tot;:;) Y'wnhcr cf kernels from 3 s!~al1 of h'rncl ro .•.:<;.

(Cc)Lrel :~t-ion hetween ::nted tota i and numher countlc',:l is r:. <1n. 'TIlis 15
important from an cnerati onal stand>o}nt.

Cons iderable expel: ':nee was ga! ned in the, l:iboratcry pro::('(lures In
11ng prc)h1c~lS t}-;at could occur in 8n C:,[ 1 y season survey,

(a; a was nece<;sary to define: a "kcp,e}". The
of the cob ome smail <l'10 empty ,1ni s s
poor c()q.ii ems::rt pol1ernting t

kernels toward the tip
nlv C\used by

e(1rs shCH\red c()nsldpl~lbl.c d;un<~i)?(' callS hy"
i1s(a~C r';aklrl~~ it difficult to ~t:,e a krTT:cL

it- was difficult tc
ausc of r.he jTn':,~1l1ar

t cOr\;7,ti. tl.1tcd a
pattt~rn ()t' T)(111erlatioT1."

rcqu! inf:asurernent~" the
r:lihel ·'Y·ltrary dehlliti,)ns
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Table 11. --jI,leans,standard deviations, and correlations of
observed variables with grain weight, corn, Howard County,

i'H., 1969

Variable

Cob length
Kernel row length
i'-fidpointcircumference
No. kernel rOHS
Kernels in sample row 1
Kernels in sample row 2
No. whole kernels
No. damaged kernels
NJ. immature kernel s
Row length x circumference
Ave. no. kernels in sample
rows x no. rows

Mean

7.2
6.3
5.7

14.5
:)2.8
~)2. 7

461.4
45.5
32.0
:)8.9

514.3

Standard
deviation

1.5
2.3
1.6
4.8

14 .0
14.4

217.7
54.8
36.6
16.4

478.0

Correlation
with

weight

0.88
0.91
0.73
0.61
0.89
0.90
0.85
0.42

-0.19
0.93

0.88

r > .39 IS significant at the 99-percent level.
r > .30 IS significant at the 95-percent level.
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Table 12.--Correlations between characteristi cs of an ear of corn, lloward County, Mi., 1969

Variable
, . ~1id- : b :Number :l'-J\nnber: h :Length Average Esti-c b .Kernel, ' .Num er'k l'k 1 .~Um er: ' : number eel 'T 1

',,0 ',row "po.lnt '.kernel'.erne 5., erne s. h 1 ,x Clr- . k l' mat . ota
1 h 1 1· woe .cumf . erne s . umb . 'h, engt :lenQth:clrcum-: rows :samp e .samp e :kernels: er-:in sample:n er :welg t.ference , ,row 1 row 2 ence row .kernels.

Cob length
Kernel row length .92

Midpoint ClrclUTl-
ference .64 .80

j\lo. Kernel rows . :JL. .11 • I (j

[-J
f-' Kernels In

sample 1 .83 .90 .75 .69

Kernels In
sample 2 .86 .91 .71 .66 .97

l'b . whole kernels '-'r; .83 .71 .72 .92 .91• i ~J

Length x
ciro ..ITnference .88 .9S .85 .65 .88 .87 .83

Ave. no . kernels
HI sample row .85 .91 .73 .68 .99 .99 .92 . 88

Est imated no.
,kernels .80 QC .72 .77 .95 .94 .96 .84 .96• ',.J

Weight .88 .91 .73 .61 .89 .91 .86 .93 .91
----_._---------" •...~----_•._--._-_. "--- ..-.-------- ..--------.-"-.-

.88



Since the length of kernel row shows a higher correlation with ear
weight than does the nwnber of kerneJs, the extra cost incurred in counting
or estimating kernels seems unwarranted. Furtncrmore, some vegetative
characteristics showed correlations equally as good as the kernel counts and
which can be obtained much earlier.

SOlI :lnd Leaf Tee; t\naJ I/e; i e;

None of the variables measured in the tests conducted by the University
of )";arylanc.lshowed any relationships with final grain weight. With 40
observations, the lack of correlation cannot be blamed on sample SlZe.

~~d the tests showed a significfmt relationship, the use of the soil
and leaf tests would still be fairly impractical in an operational survey
because of costs a.'1dtime required f(lr such measurements. It is doubtful
whether the analyses could be completed in sufficient time to use in the
forecast. '

Rc~ommendations for Further Study
The results for the two years compare filvorahly. They indicate that

vegetative characteristics measured early in the season for the "best"
and "worst" rows are good indicators of final pn:xluction under these
conditions. 111enext step would be the expansion of the study into some of
the major corn-producing states. This would provide such additional infor-
mation as cost estimates, consistency of relationships from State to State,
and variance components.

'The sample fie]ds should probab1y be selected freM the area frame.
Furthermore, a random procedure for selecting sample rows and plants should
be employed rather than using the "best" and ''worst''crHeria.

MOj)FL DJVELJ)P~![NT

The general procedure followed in objective yield surveys is to
determine a set of parameters based on historic data. 'These parameters are
then used in a forecasting model to predict future production.

For example, consic.lerthe model Y = a + bx, where (Y) is final grain
weigL __,.c,d eX) is the area of the lCflfon node seven obtained. during the
last weeK in July. '111eparameters ea) and (b) can be estimated from previous
years data after the final weight is knm·m. Then, given the average area of
leaf seven in the following year, tht~final weight can be predi.cted using
the forecast model.
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Table 13.--Computec1 "F" values for testing differences between
regression coefficients for 196H and 1969, corn, Howard Co., Mi.

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Variable

:Test :l~st :Tcst :Test :Test :l~st :Test :Test
: Po\<! } : Pow 2: PO'<l 1: Row 2: Row 1: P.ow 2: Row 1: Row 2........ .. ....--------------_ •.._._-_._-_. __._._------~---------------

Cob length
Leaf area 5
Lear area 7
Leaf area 11
Leaves in whorl
Plant height
l\lo. nodes
i'Jo. 1eaves,
basal node to
4th node

4.02 9.14 1.06 ;'0.40 1.49 15.28
1. 58 2,1.49 1 SO 26.C)() 2.95 24.28 9.18 18.65

:13 .10 17.91 5.63 35.48 .21 35.37 1. 52 41. 98
.00 18.52 1.39 13.94 .11 21.15 07 22.42...

6.37 9.29
:~)6.18 15.01 4.40 16.62 1.65 15.24 1. 73 18.18
:23.82 12.51 1.92 6.07 16.26 12.61 7.13 13.60

1.08 11.79 2.66 4.54 .01 13.07 .38 14.17
~---------
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!\1AJOR FI0BJIM~S

(1) Several of the vegetative characteristics observed were signif-
icantly correlated with the final yield. TIlese relationships
remaincci cons} stent over t},C four-Ked observab on rC'ricc!.

(2) Tests 5hO'."ed that the variables bdnvc simi 13rly over several
maturity cate?,ories. For cx:ample. the area of leaf seven in a
siJ1'p1e linear regression ,,'ith final yield j';lS () COT'lTflon intercept
for the di fferent maturi ty :::atcp,ori i'S. '11111S. the data can be
rooled and fe\\CT observ(~t1ons would be necc;sarv for a de<:ired.
precision.

(3) A "stepwise" mu] ti pIe rep'cssi on sf'l ecti on procedure showed
that additioml variables add very little to the precision of
the forecasting equation ,J[ter the ;irea of the seventh 1 f';1f is
j nc 1uded .

(4) Counts of kenlcl S imd car me3suremcnts here hif;llly cnrrelLtted
with dry ear hciszht. llowcvcr) several vegetah\'c ch:rracteri st·k
perfOll'ic:d just as Hell and can he ohtclined mud, ear:l ie.~ in the
season.

(5) Simple I1near re!'.ression he tween several ch,lrc,cteri 5t ics and fi nal
yi ell! ,,;ere computed usin? l'ot11 1968 and 196') data. '111<" [egress ien
coefE ic i ents were testecl tc detcmli 11(' 1 [ t rH.:y reprc
same relationshi;, each yem. '111('Ydid rnt, ::::hould ,his cnnUmle
to be tIle case in additional studies, tr',e use nf vc.~;("U.tivc
characteri sties may not he warTanted,

·\IT1 .\1" r X

T. ,':;eJ.ecting Sarnr]c Pc'.,:s and c';il11plc ['Jant",

A. Select (1 ",good" rOh and a "proY" I'm.;

\1ark the 2":Jcd ro\~"\...i th ~P 11 fr\<'. fl a.:' i ;1S!. t 1("('

Row 1.
1 \

"B rlJr'~.o:-: 5 J 1 c:
in 1\0\\- 1,. ()T,]rlf',C' -lr1 Po\-. 2;"
I11Imbf'rs ..

;

......".J



II. Infonnation Collected and Procedures Followed jn the First Week

A. Collect a soil sample two feet to the left of each sample plant.
~lark the soil sa'1lple box with field, row, and plant mnnbers.

R. Collect the top t\ol.~:' leaves (helow the \-;hor1) from tlle plants
opposite to the sample plants in adjacent rows. Place the leaves
in a cloth hag and label \dth held. and row n1'JTlhers.

C. Install a ram gauge. Pour in a small amount of light oil to
prevent evaporation.

r I I. C'bservati ems Obtained Weekly

1\. Presence or absence of tassel

[L Ifeight of pI ant from ground to highest node

c. ~Umher of nodes, excluding basil
1). 0!easurements at each node:

(1) Length of leaf

(2) Width of leaf at rnidroint

(3) Length of cob (if any)

(4) ~jaturity category of cob, if present

(5) Diameter and circurnfE'rence of every third internode with
random start.

(6) I\.'umber of leaves in v:horl

1. Rainfall received since previous visi t .

IV. lIarvest

A. Contact operator to deteTI1l1ne probable harvest date.

On final visit harvest and label ears from the sample plants ,0
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Corn Vegetative Characteristic Study - Laboratory Procedures - November, 1969

1. Removeear, loose kernels, and pink recording form from bag. Record
field, row plants, and ear number on laboratory work sheet.

2. Clean loose silk and husks off the ear.

3. Heasure length of the cob:

1. Place base elgainst box.

11. Place ruler next to ear, measure to tip of cob (to nearest 1/16
inch) .

4. ~leasure length of longest kernel row.

1. Rotate ear to find longest kernel row - tnen measure to last
kernel.

11. Define a kernel to be at least three-fourths the SHe of the
average kernel on the cob.

Ill. Determine midpoint of longest rOh' - marked with black m;1g1c
marker.

5. ~icasure the circumference of tne ear at this mielpoint.

6. Count the numher of kernel rows, letting ro\-" (1) he the row previously
marked.

7. T,.•o ro\-"s will he selected systematicaIly, ;:md the mnnher of kernels
in each 1'011.' ",:i11 be cmmted. 1m attached (iheet wi 11 give the rows
to be counted for various S1 zes of n (mmlher of rows).

1. Count the mnnber of kernel ~ in celch row. Tf there are pl:Ju's
where a kernel has hecn kncckecl out from llandling - Calmt the
hole as a kernel.

11 The kernels in some rows mcYnot be in a straight line, and
may be difficult to cmmt. In thj s case, place a ruler on the
selected rml.' jn a straight 1ine fro]11base to tip and count the
number of ken1l~1s j t touc1ws,.

8. Weigh ear.

9. Shell usmg hand sheller.
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10. Count the munber of kernels.
1. There may be immature kernels; again do not count unless they

are not at least three··fourths the size of the average sized
kernel.

11. Some kernels may show insect damage; obtain a separate count
of these.

11. Weigh kernels.
i. Whole kernels

ii. Damaged kernels
111. Immature kernels

Row Selection Sheet
If the nwnber
of rows is:

Select these
rows

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

28

1
4
5
1
6
4
2
1
4
8
9
3
6
9
2

5
8

10
6

12
10

9
8

12
16
18
12
16
19
13



Uni ted States Department of Agriculture
Statistical Reporting Service

Research and Develorrnent Branch

1969 Laboratory Determinations - Maryland
Vegetative Characteristics Research Project

Field -----Row ------Plant
Ear

DateStart~i-ng-t-lITl~'-e--_-_-~._-_.
Fnding time -----

I . Ear 1ength
a. Length of cob ----------------------------------------
b. Length of longest kernel row --------------.-----------

2. }'1idpointcirClunference ------- ------------ -------------- --
3. t--..'umberof kernel rows ------------------------- ------------
4. Number of kernels in selected rows -------.------------- a.

b.
5. FAr weight -----------------------------------------------
6. Number of kernels

a. h110le - mature kernels -------------------------------
b. Damaged kernels --------------------------------------
c. Immature kernels (less thffilthree-fourths average size)------

7. Kernel weight
a. hhole - mature kernels ---..---------------------------

b. Damaged ----------------------------------------------
c. Immature ---------------------------------------------
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